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ABSTRACT 
A classical result of Markov chain theory states that if A is primitive and stochastic 
then lim Ir+mA k exists and is rank one. The result of this paper eleviates the necessity 
of a fixed A in the calculation of this limit. 
A sequence A,,A,, . . . ,A,, . . . of stochastic matrices of the same order is 
called a nonhomogeneous Markov chain. By considering A,A, * * . A, = Ack) 
= (a(‘ik)), we classify such chains as strongly erogodic if limk,,ACk) exists and 
is rank one, and as weakly erogodic if limk,, maxi, i, ila/,::’ - ai’p/l= 0. Ac- , I 
cording to F. Harary, B. Lipstein, and G. P. H. Styan [Z], nonhomogeneous 
Markov chains have received little attention. The papers, in English, which 
appear most relevant to the strongly erogodic topic are by Hajnal [4] and 
Mott [6]. Those papers, in English, concerning the weakly erogodic topic are 
by Hajnal [5], Mott and Schneider [7], and Wolfowitz [B]. Other works, 
especially those in Russian, concerning both topics are referenced in [2]. 
The result of this paper gives a sufficient condition for a nonhomogeneous 
Markov chain to be strongly erogodic. The result has some similarities to the 
following theorem of Mott [6, p. 3751. 
THEOREM. The following is a set of conditions which insure limk,,A(k) 
= S, a rank one stochastic matrix. 
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(2.1) SA,- S-+0 as k-+co. 
(2.2) lim k+,_J~=i~{~~ exists and is finite for all i. Here pli]= range of 
AiAi+re. .A, where range A=maxil,iz,i(ai,i-aizt[. 
Essentially, this paper will replace (2.2) with the following condition. 
(2.3) Given any E >O, there is a positive integer N so that p[$ < e 
whenever k - i > N and j is sufficiently large. 
The technique of proof of this result is completely different from that of 
Mott. Further, we are able to give some insight into the validity of the new 
condition. 
Results. Our principle result rests on the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A is stochastic and x=(x1,x2,. . .,x,)” > 0. Zf Ax = x 
then minixi < xi < max,x, for j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
Proof. As zi= Ckai,x, and A is stochastic, we have that minix, d zi 
< max,x, for j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
For the second lemma, set s = { y = ( yr, ys, . . . , y,,) > 0 where 2 yk = 1) 
k 
and S[y]={A(A is stochastic with yA = y where y E S }. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose x, y E s with x > 0, y > 0 and miny, = 6. Zf A E S [r] 
then there is a B E S [ y] so that 
max(aii- b,( < 
n(n+ 1) 
i.i 
6 “,F I%- Yil* 
Proof. Compute yA = z. As yPtPAPt = zPt for any permutation matrix P 
we may assume without loss of generality that yr f zr, yz < zs, .. . ,y? < z,, 
Y ,+1>4+1,*.*,Yn/ > z,,. Define eL (k = 1,2,. . . ,r) so that 0 < ek < 1 and 
(I- 4%’ Yl 
P-%br=Yr . 
Asz,yES, 
Yr+l + ..f +yn=z,+,+*.* +x,+r,x,+... +e,z,. 
Hence pick @>O, 6:>0,...,6{>0 for k=r+l,...,n so that ek=6k+r+ 
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Sl;2+ *-. +S,” for k=l,Z,...,r and 
Y r+1 =xr+1 + s,:,z, + . . . + S,‘,lZ, 
Y7l = z, + 6&l + . . . + gq.. 
Now set B=(A[ll-~:lA[ll,..,,A’rl-~~AIrl, A[‘+‘]+6,:,A[‘1+ ... + 
S,l, ,A lrl, . . . , A [nl+ 6 ‘A Ill+ . . . + S’A [‘I), where A Ikl denotes the kth column 
of A. Therefore B iI stochastic an> yB = y, i.e., BES [ y]. Now as 
< nmax{e,,...,er} < 72 
1 
. 
mlnl<i(& 
m4xi - Yil 
< frnaxlq- yil 
we have by the definition of B that max)q - biil < (n/6)maxlzi - yi). Finally 
if yi - xi = (Y~ then as 
we have that 
For notational convenience, if A, is given then by B, we shall mean a 
specific matrix from S [ yO] with the property in Lemma 2. With this 
agreement, the major result of this paper may now be stated. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A,,A,, . . . ,A,, . . . is a sequence of stochastic 
matrices so that 
(1) AkES[yk]for k=l,z,...with 
(2) limk_ yk = y0 > 0 and 
(3) given any 6 > 0, there is an integer N > 0 so that ,o(A~+~ 
‘Ak+z...Ak+N ) < c for all k sufficiently large. Then lim,+_,A,A,* . . A, 
=y;yo=yo. 
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Proof. Let E >O. Pick M, so that for k > M,, P(A~+~A~+~. . .Ak+N) < e/4 
where N >0, by (3), depends only on r. Pick M2 so that for k > M,, 
where ]]A]]=maxi,i]uii]. Thus for k> max {M,,M,}, 
Bk+lBk+2’ * * %+A’ - ;J f Ak+lAk+s’ * . Ak+iq ( Bk+$k+e* * * Bk+N+ ;I> 
where J is the matrix all of whose entries are one. Thus 
Yo-J~Ak+1Ak+2”.Ak+N< y,+d 
and so by Lemma 1, 
As e > 0 was arbitrary, 
Some insight into this theorem may be obtained as follows. Condition (3) 
implies that A ck) has rows increasingly closer, i.e., loosely speaking, Ack) is 
approaching the rank one stochastic matrices. Condition (2) together with 
condition (3) implies that Ack) is approaching S [ ya]. As S [ y,] contains only 
one rank one matrix, i.e., Y,, it follows that limk,,A(k)= Y,. 
Concerning the usability of the theorem, it will be seen that many of the 
weakly erogodic chain results may be utilized to verify condition (3). This is 
the thrust of the remaining work. For the sake of organization, we label each 
different verification under the title “Verification technique”. 
Verification technique 1. The first verification technique utilizes the 
following definition. Let 
where R and C are nonempty subsets of row and column indices respective 
with 1 S ( denoting the number of elements of S. 
The following lemma is essentially deduced in [3]. 
LEMMA 3. Let A,,A,, . . . ,A,. . , , be a sequence of stochastic matrices 
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with P (AJ > P > 0 for each k. Then 
P(Ak+lAk+e* * %c+twJ < P-W’-l)t 
for any k and t positive integers. 
Thus, this lemma is a tool by which condition (3) of Theorem 1 may be 
verified. 
Verification technique 2. For this verification technique we use the 
following definitions. A stochastic matrix A is SIA if lim,,,A k = Q exists 
and is rank one. Let t denote the number of different types of all SZA 
matrices of order n. A trivial upper bound for t is 2”‘, the number of 
(0, l)-matrices of order n. Set A(A) = 1 - mini,,ioE~min(aili, aipi). 
The following lemma is essentially deduced in [8]. 
LEMMA 4. Let A,,A,, . . , ,A,; * - be a sequence of stochastic matrices so 
that any word in the A’s is SIA. Suppose that any word C of length r > t + 1 
is such that h(C) < d where 0 < d < 1. For any Q > 0 there is an integer v(c) 
so that any word B (in the A’s) of length n > v(e) satisfies p(B) CL. 
The lemma may be applied to verify condition (3) of Theorem 1 by 
picking any r > t + 1, for example r =2”*+ 1, and showing that X(C) < d < 1 
for all words C of length r. 
Verification technique 3. The final verification utilizes the definition 
v(A) = maxiE i ( air 1 for any matrix A. 
The following lemma is essentially deduced in [7]. 
LEMMA 5. Let A,,A,, . . . ,A,, . . . and T,, T,, . . . ,Tk,. . . be sequences of 
stochastic matrices with each Tk being rank one. Zf “(A, - T,A,) < P < 1, for 
all i, then 
v(Ak+lAk+!2*. *Ak+t- Tk+lAk+l* -*A,+,)< P’ 
for any positive integer t, i.e., 
Proof. The proof is immediate by observing Tk + lA, + 1 . * . A, + t is rank 
one and stochastic. 
The application of this lemma to verify condition 3 of the Theorem 1 is 
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clear. It should be noted, however, that replacements for o are also possible. 
A more general result, from which Lemma 5 was derived, is given in [7]. 
For an interpretation of Theorem 1 to Markov chain type problems one 
can consider an n state system with matrix of transition probabilities at time 
tk given by A, for k=l,2,.... The theorem of this paper then specify 
conditions under which final transition probabilities can be expected. 
Further, the final transition probabilities themselves are actually specified. 
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